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MCS stands for Mondial Compact System and is used on our fully transportable observation wheels. In this case, this means the wheel is based on three integrated trailers, which together set the base for the wheel to be erected on. Even with an enclosed gondola, all equipment can be transported on three trailers. Very easy to transport and due to years of development, this is a very fast wheel to build up and pull down for its size!
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MCS stands for Mondial Compact System and is used on our fully transportable observation wheels. In this case, this means the wheel is based on three integrated trailers, which together set the base for the wheel to be erected on. Depending on the type of gondola, all equipment can be transported on these three trailers. Very easy to transport and due to years of development, this is the fastest wheel to build up and pull down, by far!
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This brand new concept is invented by one of our creative freelancers. It combines the well known and successful swing ride with an added rotational movement. The creative designer has thought of a complete theming concept as well, so this ride offers a complete package for theme parks. Details as to height, number of passengers etc can be can into account during the detailed design of the ride.
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The type RR is used for our fixed and semi transportable wheels. This type can be build on a concrete foundation for a permanent location, but also on ballast tanks, to still allow transportation of the wheel. With the RR types, you need a crane for building the wheel, but due to our years of development, it can still be build quickly. 
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The Ventura has a main mast with a movable masthead which is mounted in an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the mast. The electric drive enables the main arm with the gondola’s to go round in an oval circle, to the left and to the right. The gondola cross which is assembled in a star form, consists of six gondola arms, upon which six suspended seats are mounted. These gondola’s rotate freely, to allow a smooth ans sensational ride experience. The sensation of flying and performing loops is enhanced as the riders legs are dangling free.
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This Mondial concept would bring something new to the amusement industry in amusement parks. The Blender combines three different rotations in a great ride. Although the  The ride is under development and can be decorated / themed and modified to fit each customer special requirements.  
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							The Avalanche an impressing giant of a pendulum park ride, with three different 360 rotations in one. The arm itself makes swings up to 360, At the end of the arm, the gondola cross makes the two gondolas spin rounds. Both of the gondolas twist and turn independently around the axel determined by the riders and the weight; so each ride is unique. 
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                                        This Mondial concept would bring something new to the amusement industry, on fairgrounds and in amusement parks. The Surf’up has a unique interactive ride experience, it’s patented ride design creates a interactive swinging feeling for the riders. By moving a bar, the gondola angle changes, creating  a great sense of control and fun. The ride is still under development and can be decorated / themed and modified to fit each customer special requirements.  
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